
Thank you for the invitation to judge your show I enjoyed my day. I found a lot of the dogs didn't,
have much body and were to narrow through out. They also lacked the correct eye shape and
placement hence loosing sweet expression the Sheltie is known for. I was looking for a Sheltie that
covers this ground with maximum coverage with minimum effort. I feel my two winners had this. I

can forgive a less than perfect head if I can get the correct movement. lt was shame there is not a
lot of Tri's or blues being shown.
It's good to see the numbers are strong in Perth as our numbers have dropped in Sydney.

Danielle Dryburgh
Peerielee Shetland Sheepdogs

Baby puppy dog

l.Yasdnil You Had Me At Hello

3 month old Pleasing head and expression. Dark eye. Good body for age, level topline. Would like
better front angulation as lifts front on the move, good stifle.

Puppy Dog

3. Arajento to Gold Brocade

9 months sable male Well balanced expression ok would like better strength of muzzle and under
jaw. Ears set ok. Would prefer better front angulation as tending to be too straight in angulation,
narrow through the body and lacks depth of chest. Would prefer shorter hocks. Balanced on the
move.

Junior dog

5. Tiakina Tear Up The Town

Blue merle dark in colour not silvery blue. Back skull tending to be too broad and eyes more round
than almond. Good body. Moves with balance.

6. Nightwood Monster Match

Sable dog 10 months. Lacking in body, narrow in front and throughout. Better expression than the
winner. Soft in temperament good feet unbalanced on the move.

lntermediate dog

8 Jmell Mambo

Tri dog. Well balanced. Pleasing head and expression would like a slightly darker eye. Good front
with fill between legs , good body would prefer croup to be slightly flatter and tail can be carried a
bit high when excited. Covers the ground with little effort and very balanced. Dog CC BIS
INTERMEDIATE IN SHOW

9 Sunland Set To lmpress

Sable dog pleasing head and expression. Would like a better front and tending to be straight
unbalanced on the move.

7 Louanda Hidden Agenda



Sable dog. Tending to be shorter in muzzle. Lacks in front angulation and hocks tending to be long.

Unbalanced on the move.

State bred dog

12 Whoami No Regrets

Sable dog average head, eyes tending to be round spoiling the expression. Topline level front

tending to be narrow still has fill between the legs. Moves balanced. STATE BRED lN SHOW

11 Ch Sheltastic The lllusionist

Sable dog. Head deep through and eyes tending to be round. Elbows out in front. Moves with

balance.

Australian bred dog

16 Ch Shatrin Patron Saint

sable dog on the taller side. pleasing head and expression level topline great temperament.

Balanced on the move.

14 Ch Arajento SPellbinder

Tri dog head average eye tending to be round. Level topline narrow in front. Moves with balance.

13 Nightwood Mr FancY Pants

Sable dog eyes tending to be round spoiling the expression. Narrow in front and hocks tending to

be long. Unbalanced on the move.

Open dog.

17 Sup Ch Sheltastic Eat MY Shortz

Sable dog. Well balanced, pleasing head and expression. Would prefer a better front tending to be

narrow. Level topline moves well. RES CC

18 Lowick Gold Braid Of Milesend (imp Uk)

Sable dog. pleasing head and expression would like a better finish in muzzle. Lacks front and

tends to 5e long in hocks . Level topline. Unbalanced on the move.

Baby puppy bitch

21 Sheltastic SPeak No Evil

Well balanced sable puppy . Excellent underjaw eyes tending to be royn!' Fl9nt forward set and

hocks a little longer than'l would like. Best balance the move. BABY lN SHOW

20 Sheltastic Hear No Evil

Sable puppy not as balanced as the first place. Eyes tending to be round and front narrow long

hocks unbalanced on the move.

22 Glenmira HoPe Diamond



Sable pleasing head and expression narrow front and feet flat. Correct outline. Busy on the move
taking to many steps and a little soft in temperament.

Puppy Bitch

25 Arajento Golden Opportunity

Sable bitch . Pleasing head and expression. Front narrow good length of body. Moves with
balance. PUPPY lN SHOW

26 Nightwood Ballroom Blitz

Sable bitch pleasing expression lacks under jaw. Narrow in front and lacks body unbalanced on the
move.

Junior bitch

29 YasdnilWild and Wicked

Sable pleasing head and expression. Well balanced moves with balance. JUNIOR lN SHOW

27 Ambermoon Life's Pretty Sweet

Sable taller bitch average head and expression narrow in front and long hocks balanced on the
move.

28 Sheltasic Dancin Thru Th Fire

Shaded sable would like a better eyes tending to be round spoiling the expression, front narrow
and hocks long, toes in in front. Moves balanced.

lntermediate bitch

31 Aranjento Applause A Plenty

Sable bitch typical head and expression narrow front level topline tends to stand under herself
moves balanced.

32 Nightwood Miss Flashy Knickers

Sable bitch average expression spoilt by wide set ears narrow front long hocks no reach or drive
on the move but balanced.

State Bred bitch

34. Arajento Raise The Tempo

Sable bitch. pleasing head and expression. Tending to be wide in front level topline long in hocks.
Balanced on the move.

33 Nightwood All Bling NDiamonds

Sable bitch excellent Size and balance larger ears.balanced on the move but doesn't cover
ground.



35 Sunland Star Maiden

Shaded sable bitch. Lacks stop and planes. Narrow in front. Unbalanced on the move.

Australian bred bitch

37 Ch Ambermoon Moment Like This

Sable bitch well balanced Pleasing head and expression fill in the front toes in slightly in front
level topline. Moves weIIAUSTRALIAN BRED lN SHOW

36 Ch Arajento Raising Hell
Shaded bitch well balanced front typical head, would prefer more fill under eyes. Level topline
moves ok.

Open bitch

39 Ch Ambermoon Come What May

Sable bit well balanced pleasing head and expression level topline moves well, front fill. RES CC
OPEN IN SHOW

41 Ch Sunland She's All Show

Sable bitch well balanced head a little deep instop. Front fill topline tends to run up to hindquarters,
unbalanced on the move.

Veteran bitch

42 Ch Sunland She's Tailrd Made

Shaded sable bitch Well balanced excellent breed type the best on the day.sweet head and
expression. Excellent in outline. Front a little narrow. Moves well and very balanced.Bitch CC
RUBIS VETERAN IN SHOW

Neuter

open neuter dog

43 Ch neut ch Kismet Rain Shadow

Sable dog on the taller side well balanced level topline moves ok

Open next bitch

44 Whoami Flash N Dash

sable bitch well balanced. Eyes tending to be a bit round level topline moves well. NEUTER lN
SHOW.

Breeders team

Nightwood. This team had a group of dogs that were the most alike in type and movement, to
make the most even team on the day.


